Caring for Your New Sod
Thank you for choosing Greener Horizon to install your sod. Sod, like any live plant, is perishable and needs to be
cared for properly. By following the guide below, your lawn can provide you with the beauty, value, and results you
desire for many years to come.

First Two Weeks
Please stay off new sod until after the first mowing. Proper watering of sod is essential for root establishment. The
day of installation, enough water should be applied to penetrate the sod and two inches of native soil.
From day two on, keep your sod and soil moist throughout the day. The roots are short so the sod cannot
withstand large amounts of water at a single time. Other than the first day, the ground under the sod should
never be soggy. Usually watering four to six times during the day, for approximately five to six minutes each time,
is required until the roots have been established. Root establishment will usually begin within seven to fourteen
days depending on the time of year your sod is installed and your environment.
Too much water will rob the roots of oxygen and in warmer weather that possibly can lead to disease. The length
of each watering cycle will depend on your soil type and the output of your irrigation system. A clay type soil may
need five minutes, four times a day compared to a sandy loam that may need seven minutes, five times a day. You
have to judge the minutes given, but here is a tip: If the water is standing under the sod for more than just a few
minutes after an irrigation set has finished or if the soil is soggy, you are probably giving the sod too much water
at one time.
Avoid, if at all possible, watering into the evening hours (after five-thirty or six pm); this is one of the fastest ways
to create a fungal problem. Start reducing the frequency of watering cycles just before the first mowing. This will
firm up the soil for a healthy mowing cycle.
The first mowing should be approximately 14 days after the sod has been installed. The best practice is to mow
your sod later in the afternoon so it has had as much time as possible to dry out. Mowing wet or even damp sod
can cause heavy clumping and makes mowing more difficult. In fall/late fall you may need to wait longer for the
roots to establish prior to mowing. Check to see if the sod has begun to root in a few random places by lightly
pulling up on a corner of the sod. If it comes up easily, it has not yet rooted. Mowing should only happen once the
sod has rooted enough so there is no possibility of it being sucked up and damaged while mowing. A small walkbehind mower should be used for the first 3 or 4 mowings, then a larger mower or ride on mower can be used.
Never mow off more than 1/3 of the blade during a mowing cycle. This results in less stress for the plant.

After Two to Three Weeks
Reduce the frequency of times you water at a gradual pace. Once the sod has rooted, you can eliminate the last
irrigation set of the day. However, you need to add a couple of minutes to the other irrigation sets.

Now the roots should be deep and can tolerate a few more minutes of water per cycle. In another week or so you
can repeat this process until you are only watering once a day. Deeper, less frequent watering will help roots
stretch down deeper and establish quickly into the soil.
Fertilize your new sod approximately four to six weeks after installation to ensure continued establishment of the
roots.

If you have any questions or can provide you with further information,
please call our office at 508-947-0225.
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